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When the Spring Newsletter was published we had just started into this 
time of unknowns concerning the effect COVID-19 would have on our lives. 
Now well into the new “normal”, we all hope that the precautions we are 
taking has saved lives and decreased infection rates.  All ECAS events 
were cancelled due to the COVID situation and remain so going forward 
including the ECAS picnic in July and all Birders’ Nights. But, as Board 
President Tom Lawler noted in the Spring newsletter “we birders have the 
ability to do our hobby in a solitary fashion”.  He encouraged any of you 
who hadn’t already, to sign up for COBOL (Central Oregon Birders Online), 
https://groups.io/g/COBOL, or maybe the ECAS Facebook page if that is 
something you are part of. For ongoing entertainment check on the 
Wychus Canyon Golden Eagles at www.goldeneaglecam.org 
With non-profits probably suffering from revenue loss, including ECAS, 
another thing to consider might be a donation to the organization at 
www.memberplanet.com/s/eastcascadesaudubonsociety/ecasdonationform 
 
Many of us are missing the camaraderie and excitement birding brings to 
our lives, but with patience and perspective, we will hopefully survive this 
time and have stories to tell.  
 
Something of interest....  
According to an article published by the Associated Press, May 2, 2020, 

“Birdwatching Soars Amid COVID-19 as Americans Head Outdoors” 

Conner Brown, a law student at Stanford University, spent the early days of the 
pandemic following his brother as he spotted and collected characters in the Pokemon 
Go mobile game. Then, Brown noticed the birds. "I thought, 'Why don't I take up 



birding?' It's like real-life Pokemon Go. It's super addicting because you can start 
logging them and you get a little collection. It's really cool," said Brown, 25. He 
paused, then added, "They should really game-ify it."   

Brown, who's living near Annapolis, Maryland, can now identify 30 different bird 
species. He can recognize the calls of the brown-headed cowbird and cardinal and 
tell male birds from females. He bought special binoculars that attach to his iPhone 
camera, downloaded bird identification and bird-logging apps, and is giving birding 
advice on Twitter. 

'A reason to get out of the house' 

"The world of birds is so much more vibrant and active than I'd ever realized, and 
once I paid attention, it just hit me in the face," Brown said. "It's given me a reason 
to get out of the house. It's motivated me." 

With coronavirus restrictions dragging on, interest in birdwatching has soared as 
bored Americans notice a fascinating world just outside their windows. Downloads of 
popular bird identification apps have spiked, and preliminary numbers show sales of 
bird feeders, nesting boxes and birdseed have jumped even as demand for other 
nonessential goods plummets.   

The trend coincides with peak migration for hundreds of species and nesting season, 
giving newfound birders a front-row seat to some of nature's biggest shows. Birds are 
their most active — and noisy — now, and like Brown, many Americans no longer in an 
office or classroom all day are taking notice. 

"The birds don't know that there's a pandemic. They're migrating, building nests and 
laying eggs, just like they always have," said Michael Kopack Jr., who put up a 
birdhouse at his home in Angier, North Carolina, and is watching a pair of bluebirds 
hatch their eggs. 

"It kind of takes us back to a magical time six or eight weeks ago when there was 
no pandemic," he said. "It lets me decompress and get away from everything that's 
going on in the world, at least for a little while." 

Downloads of the National Audubon Society's bird identification app in March and 
April doubled over that period last year, and unique visits to its website are up by a 
half-million. The prestigious Cornell Lab of Ornithology in Ithaca, New York, has seen 



downloads of its free bird identification app, Merlin ID, shoot up 102% over the same 
time last year, with 8,500 downloads on Easter weekend alone.   

Live bird cams (Visit the ECAS Golden Eagle Cam www.goldeneaglecam.org ) 

Visits to Cornell's live bird cams have doubled, and uploads of bird photos and calls 
have increased 45% and 84%, respectively, on Cornell's crowdsourced bird-logging 
app, eBird. 

Even retailers seem to be cashing in despite the crashing economy. Preliminary 
marketing data show overall sales rising 10% to 15% this spring in the "birding 
category," according to data from Panacea Products Corp., which makes bird-feeding 
products. 

Amid the surging interest, spring bird counts nationwide are getting some adjustments 
for social distancing. The counts are critical for understanding how migratory birds 
are faring and are a high point for avid birders each year. 

In Portland, Oregon, those participating in the Birdathon — a fundraiser for the 
Audubon Society of Portland — will go birdwatching individually over a period of 
weeks instead of heading out in teams for a day or a weekend. They will report their 
sightings by virtual check-in, ending with a Zoom celebration on May 9, said Sarah 
Swanson, the fundraiser's coordinator. 

"Birds are everywhere now. They're singing, they're migrating, they're nesting," she 
said. "They're busy every minute of the day, doing all these interesting behaviors — 
and I think that's what draws people in." 

Even people who loved the outdoors before the pandemic have discovered — or 
rediscovered — birding in new ways. Phillip Torres, host of Discovery Channel's 
Expedition X, knows a lot about nature but hadn't paid much attention to birds, 
preferring to study insects, snakes and plants. When the virus postponed travel to 
exotic destinations and forced his show into hiatus, Torres moved from New York City 
to Seattle. He noticed birds in his new backyard, watching robins pluck worms from 
the ground "just like in the cartoons." 

With his professional video gear still in New York, Torres put up hummingbird feeders 
and invested in a spotting scope and clamps to attach his iPhone to the feeders. He 



recorded stunning slow-motion video of an Anna's hummingbird coming to his feeder 
that he shared on Twitter. 

"I managed to get something pretty spectacular that's flying around us all the time, 
but we don't get the chance to stop and appreciate it," Torres said. 

"I'm really reconnecting with what's immediately around me," he said. "Everybody 
dreams about seeing lions in the wild or tigers in the wild, but we've got some pretty 
amazing stuff right out our window — and it's really good for the soul." 

 

 
		

Stay safe and healthy and GOOD BIRDING! 


